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Established in 1980, China Medical University Hospital (CMUH) on average
attends to more than 190,000 outpatients, 15,000 emergency patients and 7,300
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hospitalized patients with 4,800 patients receiving surgeries every month. With a

It’s obviously not easy describing how innovative software works. And
it’s especially difficult for a company like Vivo Mobile India. They’re at the
catheter lab, CMUH needed an advanced and stable interventional image
cutting edge of smartphone technology, creating their own smartphones
management and display solution. Barco’s Nexxis IVR solution met their quality
and smartphone software, as well as developing online services, concepts
requirements and was installed at the end of June 2020.
that are best demonstrated in meetings than presented as arbitrary
explanations. Barco helped them make their meetings more effective.
Barco’s Nexxis solution, with a large display system, enabled a neater and more
Barco wePresent has given them a user-friendly way of presenting their
simplified operation environment for the care team. The simplified interventional
latest innovations.

focus on maximizing efficiency and effectiveness of operations in its cardiac

workflow, in turn, improved the efficiency of the operating suite. The MDSC-8358
replaced 6 individual displays with 1 in the exam room, while the MDSC-8231
replaced
Cath lab.
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and easily present content in meetings. They found the solution they
needed in Barco wePresent.
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involved in bringing innovations like the FunTouch Operating System, the Vivo App
Store and their range of smartphones, accessories and software to life. They crucially
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Prior to integrating Barco solutions, CMUH’s Cath Lab was using multiple displays
with operational details, owing to restricted screen resolution and size, color &
“We always calibration
wanted to make
our
meeting
rooms and boardroom
wireless,”
explains
brightness
issues,
image
inconsistency
across different
screens,
and
Dharmendra Rawat, IT Manager of the Vivo Mobile offices in Gurgaon. “We are a
mobile phone company! Why would we work with all those different cables and
and
the multiple displays led to a cluttered workplace. Display maintenance also
wires?”

degrading image quality. Cardiologists were unable to draw in-depth perception
took an extensive amount of space and time.

Wireless technology

Choosing Barco as their trusted solution partner, the Cath lab was able to derive
Rawat knew Barco from their strong brand name and excellent reputation. He was
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more specific.
displays
MDSC-8358
solutions in India. They offered a premium price that included not only the device
MDSC-8231
introduced intuitive user interfaces with dynamic and flexible layouts.
solution, but its installation as well.

Seamless views from multiple sources in the exam room enabled medical practitioners
to drive Easy.
more effective operational outcomes.
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ed display screen, simplified configuration, and remote troubleshooting. The
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that is
“Installation
very simple;
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one day technical
to setup allinfrastructure
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standards.

Barco wePresent makes
meetings much more
interactive and, in fact,
much more fun.
Mr. Dharmendra Rawat,
IT Manager

Meetings made fun
Making Way for Better Health Outcomes

In offering an effective, user-friendly system for presenting data on a display device
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imaging
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their side,
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lar suite. Seamless alignment of color and clarity is not a challenge anymore for
“We even use wePresent to share presentations in live streams and video conferences.
Plus, we can split the screen to show content from two laptops or mobile devices
medical
services
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with “wePresent
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at the same
time on
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Rawat.
makes
meetings much
more interactive and, in fact, much more fun.”

the hospital. This unique technology platform has enabled CMUH to amplify its
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